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Introduction & Market Update
After a long winter, FTI Consulting’s Activism and M&A Solutions team warmly welcomes our clients, friends and readers to 
our sixth quarterly Activism Vulnerability Report, documenting the results of our Activism Vulnerability Screener following the 
first quarter of 2021, as well as other notable trends and themes in the world of shareholder activism and engagement. While 
we are still writing this report remotely, we are hopeful that this will be the last such report, as many corporations and regions 
are finally beginning to see the light at the end of the “work-from-home” tunnel.

Likely the biggest and most welcome piece of news in the past year came in May, when the CDC officially shifted their guidance 
on masks, no longer recommending vaccinated people wear masks outdoors and in most indoor settings. As of this report, 
both new COVID cases and COVID deaths per day are at the lowest levels the U.S. has seen since last summer. Nearly 40% of the 
country is fully vaccinated, which has led states across the country to lift restrictions and begin to fully re-open their economies.1 

In March, the Senate passed the Biden administration’s first major fiscal stimulus and relief package, which included direct 
cash payments to individuals and continued expanded unemployment insurance throughout the summer. Combined with 
the Federal Reserve’s stated intentions of keeping interest rates low and continued quantitative easing, many believe the US 
economy is poised to grow at its fastest clip in over a decade. This sentiment seems to be supported by strong Q1 earnings 
performances, where the aggregate revenue of S&P 500 companies grew at 10.7%, the highest rate since Q3 2011.2 However, 
the current level of fiscal and monetary stimulus is not universally lauded. Concerns of increasing inflation have re-entered the 
market dialogue after years of remaining dormant, causing investors to revisit assumptions on profit margins and discount rates. 

1 https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
2 https://www.factset.com/hubfs/Website/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_052121.pdf

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.factset.com/hubfs/Website/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_052121.pdf
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This was felt particularly clearly in late-April through mid-May when major indices like the Nasdaq Composite Index tumbled 
nearly 8% off of all-time highs. Despite rising inflation concerns, the S&P 500 is up 11.5% for the year; this follows a return of 
16.2% in 2020.3 Paradoxically, despite increasing talk about inflation, interest rates on the benchmark 10-year US Treasury 
Bond have remained anchored near 1.6% since early March, after a sharp rise during the prior two months.4 We suspect that 
trends in inflation, and the ensuing actions by the Federal Reserve, will remain top-of-mind for both corporate executives and 
investors for the foreseeable future.

Year-to-Date Performance (2021)5

DJIA: 12.1%
S&P 500: 11.5%

NASDAQ: 6.0%

In a sign of strength backing the bullish market narrative, quarterly results suggest that U.S. companies are regaining 
confidence in the future economic outlook and growing demand for their products and services. S&P 500 companies are 
quickly deploying the defensive cash balances they raised in the early part of 2020. The first quarter of 2021 saw the highest 
amount of cash returned to shareholders, as well as investments in growth and expansion through capital expenditures 
and acquisitions in over two years. This year alone, US companies have authorized another $504 billion in future share 
repurchases, the most during that period in over twenty years.6 

S&P 500 Constituents: Aggregate Capital Allocation by Quarter7

3 FactSet; Market data as of 05/25/2021
4 FactSet; FTI Analysis
5 FactSet; Market data as of 05/25/2021
6 https://www.wsj.com/articles/companies-are-flush-with-cashand-ready-to-pad-shareholder-pockets-11621157406
7  FactSet; FTI Analysis 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/companies-are-flush-with-cashand-ready-to-pad-shareholder-pockets-11621157406
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The primary question for investors, of course, is to what extent was this growth and optimism already priced into a stock 
market that may have proved to be more forward looking than many realized? While the answer is up for debate, it is 
interesting to note that the major sectors that propelled the market higher in 2020 have largely been the laggards year-to- 
date.8 As shown below, the Technology and Consumer Discretionary sectors that were the highest performing in 2020, as 
measured by the S&P 500 Sector Select ETFs, have been two of the worst performing sectors thus far in 2021.9 This comes 
despite leading the broader market in earnings growth10 in the first quarter of 2021, suggesting that the market had already 
credited these companies with this performance. In stark contrast, the Energy and the Financial sectors, which provided the 
lowest returns of 2020, have outpaced the rest of the market significantly in 2021.

S&P Sector Level Indices: 2020 vs. YTD 2021 Performance11
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8 FactSet; FTI Analysis
9 FactSet; FTI Analysis
10 https://www.factset.com/hubfs/Website/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_052121.pdf
11 FactSet; Market Data as of 05/25/2021
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Shareholder Activism Update
Despite early signs of post-pandemic, resurgent life in the Q4 2020, quarterly shareholder activism levels remain muted. 
The first quarter of 2021 represents the fewest number of U.S. activist targets (169) since 2015; Q1 2021 activist targets were 
down 5% compared to Q1 2020, when there were 178 U.S. activist targets. TMT was the most targeted sector for shareholder 
activists, representing 16% of all U.S. activist targets within the quarter; Industrials (15%) and Healthcare & Life Sciences 
(15%) represented the second and third most targeted sectors, respectively. When compared to Q1 2020, the Industrials 
sector also saw the largest decrease in activist targets, down from 20% of all U.S. activist targets. The Energy sector 
experienced the largest uptick in activist targets, up to 13% of all U.S. activist targets from 11% in Q1 2020.12

Activist Targets by Sector – YoY Change13

Shareholder activists have continued to target large-cap companies (>$10bn) at an increasing rate. Larger, and better 
capitalized companies represented areas of relative stability during COVID-19 induced market volatility. A longer-term view 
of the trend suggests that activists, with sufficient assets under management to initiate a meaningful stake, prefer to target 
large-cap companies due to the multitude of operational and financial levers for value creation, the elevated media attention 
and the more sophisticated shareholder bases. For Q1 2021, large-cap companies (>$10bn) represented nearly half (47%) of 
all U.S. activist targets, up from 42% of all targets in Q1 2020.14

After a relatively quiet past year for board seats gained by activist investors, 2021 is expected to be a resurgent year for 
activism campaigns and proxy contests. Board seats gained by activist investors in the U.S. through Q1 2021 represented 
the most in the past three years, with 58 total seats gained. Despite the uptick in board seats won, Q1 2021 witnessed a 
downtrend in settlements, with just 30 year-to-date; this represents the fewest settlements through the first quarter in the 
past three years. This trend suggests that shareholder activists are advancing larger, more aggressive director slates that 
include increasingly sophisticated and experienced board members.

While shareholder activism in 2020 was largely dominated by brand-name investors, there was a notable shift in the top 
activist investors (by capital deployed) for Q1 2021, when compared to 2020. Sachem Head Capital Management finished as 
this quarter’s most active fund with $1.0 billion invested in new campaigns, driven by the fund’s significant investment in 
International Flavors & Fragrances (IFF). Macellum Advisors and Inclusive Capital Partners represented the second and third 
most active fund’s in the first quarter, both investing $0.5 billion in new campaigns. The shift, in part, likely reflects the current 
downtrend in activist campaign activity. We suspect this list mat change prior to our Q2 2021 report.

12 https://www.activistinsight.com/research/Q12021.pdf
13 Activist Insight; FTI Analysis
14 https://www.activistinsight.com/research/Q12021.pdf

https://www.activistinsight.com/research/Q12021.pdf
https://www.activistinsight.com/research/Q12021.pdf
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While new campaign activity has remained limited year-to-date, there were significant developments from prior quarters, 
namely the ExxonMobil / Engine No. 1 campaign, the results of which are still not yet fully known. After one of the most 
expensive campaigns in the history of shareholder activism - ExxonMobil has spent at least $35 million, and Engine No. 
1 has spent $30 million – the preliminary results suggest that the insurgent was successful.15 Despite owning less than 
0.1% of ExxonMobil’s total shares outstanding and having never launched a campaign before, Engine No. 1 succeeded in 
gaining at least two board seats. While slightly less earth-shattering than the ExxonMobil vote, Chevron also announced the 
results of its own annual meeting on May 26, which included a majority of shareholders voting in favor of a proposal to cut 
emissions generated by the use of Chevron’s products.16 The ExxonMobil and Engine No. 1 campaign, and to a lesser extent 
the shareholder vote at Chevron, may represent a watershed moment for shareholder activism and, more specifically, ESG 
activism. We’ll keep an eye out.

Although not a new campaign, we would be remiss not to reflect upon Elliott Management’s involvement at AT&T, given that 
company’s (more) recent transformational transaction. In mid-May, AT&T announced that it would merge its WarnerMedia 
assets (gained through previous acquisitions of DirecTV and Time Warner) with Discovery. The combined entity will emerge 
as a new, publicly traded company. The spin-off comes nearly two years after the public launch of Elliott’s campaign, which 
focused largely on divestitures and capital discipline, and ultimately received public support from Elliott. The transaction 
represents the culmination of a successful activist engagement for Elliott (even absent a proxy contest), as well as a potential 
tipping point for additional consolidation within the media space, as competitors look to keep scale. 

In the face of more limited U.S. activist campaigns, the focus has shifted toward ESG best practices and annual proxy 
season votes, particularly executive compensation (“Say on Pay”) votes. The first quarter witnessed a notable number 
of remuneration votes that failed to received majority support from investors. The increase in negative Say-on-Pay votes 
perhaps reflects CEOs’ rising total compensation in 2020, despite pandemic-related challenges. Some large institutional 
investors appear to have undergone philosophical adjustments in how they view executive pay. For instance, through the 
first quarter, BlackRock voted “Against” on 15% of all North American compensation-related proxy votes, up from just 6% in 
Q1 2020.17, 18 Even when considering the significant media attention negative remuneration votes have received in Q1 2021 
and BlackRock’s uptick in “Against” votes for Say-on-Pay Proposals, the actual trend in votes was less notable. Overall, the 
percentage of votes cast “Against” for Say on Pay at S&P 500 companies has risen steadily over the past five years.19 Both 
passive and active shareholders are becoming more comfortable voicing concerns with management and a company’s 
Corporate Governance structures, and are have begun to express frustration more forcefully through their voting.

S&P 500 Companies: Say on Pay Votes20

15 https://www.npr.org/2021/05/31/1001823449/watching-for-change-after-activist-hedge-fund-wins-2-seats-on-exxonmobil-board
16 https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/chevron-shareholders-approve-proposal-cut-customer-emissions-2021-05-26/
17 https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-qrtly-stewardship-report-q1-2021.pdf
18 https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-qrtly-stewardship-report-q1-2020.pdf
19 Proxy Insight; FTI Analysis
20 Proxy Insight; FTI Analysis

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-qrtly-stewardship-report-q1-2021.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-qrtly-stewardship-report-q1-2020.pdf
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Q1 2021’s Most Vulnerable Industries
The table below shows the Total Vulnerability Scores for the 36 industries:

Rank ▲ Rank QoQ FTI Industry Q1 2021  
Vulnerability Score

Q4 2020  
Vulnerability Score

1 – Utilities 59.5 61.8

2 – Aviation & Airlines 58.5 58.7

3 ▲ 5 Savings Banks 57.8 54.4

4 ▲ 1 Power 57.0 57.1

5 ▲ 13 Biotechnology 56.0 52.2

6 – Real Estate 55.4 56.5

7 ▲ 5 Media & Publishing 55.4 53.7

8 ▲ 7 Hospitality & Gaming 54.7 52.5

9 ▲ 1 Telecommunications 54.6 54.0

10 ▼ 6 REITs 54.5 57.5

11 ▼ 2 Pharmaceuticals 54.3 54.3

12 ▼ 9 Insurance 54.1 57.5

13 ▼ 2 Aerospace and Defense 53.9 53.7

14 ▼ 7 Energy 53.7 56.3

15 ▼ 2 Financial Conglomerates 53.6 53.2

16 ▲ 5 Restaurants 53.3 51.4

17 ▼ 3 Regional Banks 53.2 53.1

18 ▲ 10 Automotive 51.9 48.1

19 ▲ 4 Consumer Non-Durables 51.5 50.7

20 – Business Services 51.5 51.5

21 ▼ 4 Agriculture & Chemical Products 51.3 52.4

22 ▲ 3 Healthcare Services 50.9 50.0

23 ▼ 7 Transportation 49.6 52.4

24 – Professional Services 49.3 50.5

25 ▲ 6 Construction 49.1 46.5

26 ▼ 4 Consumer Finance 48.9 51.3

27 ▼ 8 Industrial Distributors 48.5 51.6

28 ▲ 2 Technology-Software 47.8 46.7

29 ▲ 3 Industrial Equipment 47.7 46.3

30 ▼ 1 Chemicals 47.6 47.8

31 ▲ 3 Life Sciences 46.8 45.5

32 ▼ 6 Banks 46.6 49.7

33 – Consumer Durables 46.3 45.7

34 ▼ 7 Investment Managers 46.0 48.8

35 ▲ 1 Technology-Hardware 43.2 41.5

36 ▼ 1 Mining 41.7 43.5
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While the top two most vulnerable industries did not change from Q4 2020 to Q1 2021, there were significant changes further 
down the list. Utilities and Aviation & Airlines remain the two most vulnerable industries, though both scores decreased 
compared to the prior quarter. Notably, the Utilities sector was one of the worst performing sector-level indices in 2020 and is 
currently one of the worst performing year-to-date (as evidenced by the chart on page 3). This compares to the Energy sector, 
which has become significantly less vulnerable over the past quarter, in part due to its extremely strong sector-level stock 
performance year-to-date.

Biotechnology experienced the largest move up the rankings during the quarter, climbing 13 spots to 5. The move is likely 
the result of a market pullback after a significant pandemic run, in part due to renewed drug-pricing legislative efforts and 
potential headwinds from the Federal Trade Commission on future M&A. The Insurance industry moved the farthest down in 
the ranking during the quarter, falling 9 spots to 12.

FTI Observations and Insights

The Future of the Office and its Impact to Corporates:

The last 18 months have been more like 18-years of acceleration around remote work trends and the decline of the office. Or 
have they? Overnight, companies, and workers alike, flipped the traditional way of working on its head. Organizations that 
required employees to perform their work only at the office suddenly were faced with an unprecedented challenge and did an 
about-face, subsequently requiring employees to work anywhere but the office. Video conference technology that operated on 
the fringe of corporate communications came into the mainstream and became the primary way that workers across all industry 
sectors connected, collaborated, and conversed.

While a large majority of ‘C Suite’ executives initially announced that they would significantly scale back their office footprint, 
some have since retreated on that proclamation. Regardless, the prevailing point of view is that remote work is here to stay, and 
the office sector will face hard times for the foreseeable future. The reality of what is happening is more nuanced, however. Very 
few major organizations have commenced large-scale portfolio restructuring initiatives. Those that have gone down this path 
have done so with extreme caution and conservatism, with most taking a wait-and-see approach. 

In the longer-term, it is possible that there will be a return toward pre-pandemic occupancy levels as organizations recognize the 
importance of person-to-person collaboration and the development of corporate culture. But given that real estate represents 
the second or third largest operating expense for most companies, it seems likely that real estate cost reduction could become 
an activist focus in the near-term. Companies that don’t have real estate optimization on their strategic agenda should take a 
serious look at adding it, as they are likely missing a very significant opportunity to drive increased shareholder returns.

– Josh Herrenkohl, Senior Managing Director, FTI Real Estate Solutions

Trends in Say on Pay Voting:

The initial reaction to COVID-19 included government-mandated restrictions on businesses and diminished consumer demand in a 
wide range of industries. Many companies responded by reducing the number of employees and by cutting the hours of remaining 
employees. Scores of public companies announced base salary reductions for their CEOs, as well as for directors and other executive 
officers. These salary cuts appeared far more widespread and visible than during the previous two recessions: the 2008-09 Financial 
Crisis and the 2001-02 Internet Bust. 

634 companies listed on the Russell 3000, including 114 that were part of the S&P 500 index, issued some type of pay adjustments. 
As a percentage of base salary, these cuts were meaningful; approximately half of those companies which reduced salaries cut CEO 
and director base pay by at least 50%.21 However, base salary typically is a relatively small amount of a CEO’s total compensation. 

21 https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2020/08/21/the-pandemic-and-executive-pay/

https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2020/08/21/the-pandemic-and-executive-pay/
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CGLytics estimated that salary reductions at those S&P 500 companies which cut base pay were equal to just 6% of the CEO’s total 
2019 compensation. Additionally, more than 300 companies adjusted executive compensation during the year, providing non-
performance-based bonuses or altering performance metrics, both of which had the effect of boosting executive pay.22

As a result, CEO compensation actually rose last year, according to proxy statements filed through early April. Median total 
compensation for large public company CEOs rose from $12.8 million in 2019 to $13.7 million in 2020, according to MyLogIQ’s 
analysis of 322 companies in the S&P 500. Further, 206 of those 322 companies increased CEO pay, with a median pay increase of 
15% for those which increased pay.23

Taken as a whole, these changes have led to slightly more skepticism from proxy advisors regarding advisory votes on executive 
compensation (“Say on Pay”) than in the recent past. This appears most pronounced among S&P 500 companies. Proxy advisor 
Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) has recommended “Against” on Say on Pay in 10.6% of S&P 500 company meetings through 
May 24, 2021, compared with between 8.2% and 10.8% “Against” at this point in the previous four years.24 Fellow proxy advisor Glass 
Lewis has recommended “Against” on Say on Pay in 9.9% of S&P 500 company meetings so far this year, in line with past trends; it 
recommended “Against” between 8.5% and 12.1% over the same time period during 2017-2020.25

Shareholders this year have generally agreed with ISS’ more critical view toward executive pay. 8.5% of Say on Pay votes at S&P 500 
companies have received less than 70% shareholder support so far this year, compared with between 4.2% and 8.0% percent at this 
same time over the last four years. 4.3% of Say on Pay votes at S&P 500 companies have failed to gain at least 50% support so far this 
year, well above the four-year range of 0.3% to 2.1%.26 While negative votes on Say on Pay are non-binding, they often serve as a red-
flag for activist investors. Simply put, increasingly negative Say on Pay votes signal both a growing frustration and diminishing stability 
within a company’s shareholder base, which have come to serve as two foundational elements of a successful activist campaign.

– Kurt Moeller, Managing Director, Activism and M&A Solutions

What This Means
The recent victory by the newly launched activist fund, Engine No. 1, at ExxonMobil may represent a watershed moment in 
shareholder activism for a number of reasons. For one, it is rare to see a first-time activist fund take on an iconic American 
company the size of ExxonMobil with success, especially given its relatively trivial ownership stake of less than a tenth of a 
percent of shares outstanding. Recent evidence suggests that the size barrier to shareholder activism at mega-cap companies 
has slowly been eroding - evidenced first in 2017 following Trian Partners’ successful campaign at Procter & Gamble and then 
validated in 2019 when Elliott Management successfully pushed for a strategic assessment at AT&T (with less than a 0.1% 
position). However, at the time, such success seemed exclusive to blue chip activists with long standing reputations. Thus, it is 
worth reflecting on the strategies and repercussions of a campaign that is already being considered a major turning point22 in 
the integration of ESG initiatives into both investment decisions and proxy voting criteria.

Central to Engine No. 1’s message to shareholders was the ability to link environmental sustainability directly to shareholder 
returns. The fund contended that ExxonMobil had invested too aggressively in finding and developing oil & gas, and that 
such investment had led to the Company’s total shareholder return lagging key industry peers. The fund contended that by 
continuing such a strategy, the Company would not only be tied further to a contracting industry, but also left unprepared 
to compete in the growing market for green and clean energy technologies. Even if short-term prospects for the Oil & Gas 
industry looked rewarding as the U.S. progressed along the economic cycle, the long-term returns on capital investments in 
Oil & Gas would ultimately shrink as governments and businesses acted on emissions reductions plans, representing a major 
threat to the company’s durability.

22 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-05/ceo-pay-in-pandemic-heads-i-win-tails-i-win-almost-as-much?sref=sBMxP0gT
23 https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-brought-the-economy-to-its-knees-but-ceo-pay-surged-11618142400
24 ISS Corporate Solutions
25 Proxy Insight
26 Proxy Insight

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-05/ceo-pay-in-pandemic-heads-i-win-tails-i-win-almost-as-much?sref=sBMxP0gT
https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-brought-the-economy-to-its-knees-but-ceo-pay-surged-11618142400
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Engine No. 1’s argument resonated with major investors and proxy advisors, who in recent years have laid out their 
expectations on sustainability for portfolio companies, emphasizing an interest in the long-term value creation opportunities 
over short-term profits. With that in mind, it is neither surprising that many major shareholders voted in Engine No. 1’s favor, 
nor that a handful made public statements of approval. In many ways, the campaign encapsulated their view of how strategic 
corporate decisions are expected to be made and presented an opportunity to voice their support. Certainly, this dynamic 
aided the investor’s success despite owning so few voting shares itself.

For some time, the corporate and investment communities have claimed that ESG criteria and considerations were 
increasingly becoming factored into strategy and investment criteria. Does Engine No. 1’s success indicate that investors 
now truly feel that ESG is front of mind? Is it likely that a wave of activist campaigns will emerge to target companies across 
industries with similar strategies to Engine No. 1? Given the fund’s success, it certainly seems possible that other investors 
will attempt to follow Engine No. 1’s blueprint. There are some potential obstacles to this, however. For one, there is perhaps 
no industry as closely linked to societal ESG aspirations as Oil & Gas, which makes the economic argument considerably less 
challenging. Secondly, the costs to run this campaign cannot be overlooked. Engine No. 1 spent close to $30 million in advisor 
fees, a hefty sum for any investor. Finally, the time horizon on similar long-term investment theses may extend beyond many 
funds’ mandates or create a prohibitive drag on its returns.

These potential obstacles are not to downplay the importance of the major takeaways for companies. At its core, Engine 
No. 1’s success shows that, to the extent an ESG factor can be logically tied to long-term shareholder returns, investors will 
hold companies accountable. While it’s a generally accepted practice of corporate executives to seek out and take notice of 
shareholder sentiment, the campaign illustrates the importance of continuously reassessing the company’s message to the 
market and the responsiveness of shareholders. Companies must understand the relationship between long-term financial 
sustainability and ESG sustainability and articulate its impact to corporate strategy to the investment community. To do this 
effectively requires deep knowledge of the shareholder base, combined with an understanding of their stated objectives. 
Companies now must not only listen, but they must act.

FTI’s Activism Vulnerability Screener Methodology
 — The Activism Vulnerability Screener is a proprietary model that measures the vulnerability of public companies in the U.S. 
and Canada to shareholder activism by collecting criteria relevant to activist investors and benchmarking to sector peers.

 — The criteria are sorted into four categories, scored on a scale of 0-25, (1) Governance, (2) Total Shareholder Return, (3) Balance 
Sheet and (4) Operating Performance, which are aggregated to a final Composite Vulnerability Score, scored on a scale of 0-100. 

 — By classifying the relevant attributes and performance metrics into broader categories, FTI can quickly uncover where 
vulnerabilities are found, allowing for a more targeted response. FTI’s Activism and M&A Solutions team determined 
these criteria through research of historical activist campaigns in order to locate themes and characteristics frequently 
targeted by activist investors. 
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FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change, mitigate  
risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI Consulting 
professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and 
overcome complex business challenges and opportunities. ©2021 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved. www.fticonsulting.com
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 — The following is a selection of themes that are included for each category:

Governance Total Shareholder 
Return

Balance Sheet Operating  
Performance

 — Proxy voting standard

 — Board composition

 — Proxy access

 — Capital gains

 — Dividend and share 
repurchase policy

 — Relative valuation

 — Capital allocation

 — Leverage ratios

 — Liquidity

 — Revenue and  
earnings growth

 — Profitability margins

 — Merger integration

 — The Activism and M&A Solutions team closely follows the latest trends and developments in the world of shareholder 
activism. Due to the constantly evolving activism landscape, FTI consistently reviews the criteria and their respective 
weightings to ensure the utmost accuracy and efficacy of Activism Screener.

The views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and not necessarily the views of FTI Consulting, Inc., its management, its subsidiaries, its 

affiliates or its other professionals.

FTI Consulting, Inc., including its subsidiaries and affiliates, is a consulting firm and is not a certified public accounting firm or a law firm.
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